Abstract-While triggers have become a classical ingredient of relational database systems, research in active databases is aiming at extending the functionality and expressive power of active rules beyond the scope of relational triggers. One of the most important current trend concerns the support of detached active rules, i.e., of rules which are executed as separate transactions, running outside of the scope of the transaction which generates the triggering event. Detached rules have important applications in workflow management and global integrity maintenance across transactions. One of the main issues in designing the rule engine for detached rules is determining their optimal scheduling. In this paper, we study the performance of a detached rule scheduler whose objective is to minimize the interference of detached rule execution with regard to the normal transactional load. This objective is achieved by executing detached rules at given periods of time and by assigning them a fixed amount of dedicated threads; we study the performance of the scheduler relative to the two most critical design parameters, the frequency of execution of the scheduler, and the number of dedicated execution threads.
INTRODUCTION
A CTIVE rules are an important ingredient of modern database systems. They follow the Event-ConditionAction (ECA) paradigm, where the event part defines the changes to the database content, that trigger the rule; the condition is a Boolean predicate computed over the database state; and the action is a program that may cause changes to the database state.
In relational databases, active rules (also called triggers) monitor changes performed to given tables. Triggers are executed immediately before or after the transactional statement that performs the table change; the condition is typically an SQL predicate, and the action is either a collection of SQL statements, or a stored procedure, or, finally, a program written in a database programming language.
In a recent analysis of the state of the art of active database systems [19] , the lack of a flexible execution mode, and in particular of detached execution for rules, 1 was considered one of the major limitations of current commercial active database systems. Several research proposals have investigated this aspect and offered a detached execution mode for triggers (e.g., HiPAC [8] , Chimera [9] , Ode [12] , Reach [26] , Samos [10] , Sentinel [7] , and many others [23] , [25] ). In these systems, rules are triggered by data manipulation events which occur during the processing of transactions but the evaluation of the condition and the execution of the action is postponed until after the commitment of the triggering transaction. Detached rules have great potential applicability, because they are executed in a separate transaction from the ones where events were originated, thus releasing such triggering transactions from the load and hazards of executing the rules code. In addition, a single detached rule can manage events originating in several transactions, thus enabling the batching of multiple activities with an important performance gain. The lack of a common transactional context between event triggering and rule execution opens up new and challenging problems. From a logical point of view, it is important to study the dependency relationships between triggering and detached transactions, in terms of commit precedences and of data interferences [25] . From a performance point of view, the main problem concerns the development of optimal policies for the scheduling of detached transactions; this is the main focus of the paper.
The paper identifies two configuration parameters as the ones that have the greatest impact on the performance of a detached rule execution engine: 1) the number C of threads dedicated to rule execution and 2) the frequency ! S of activation of the engine scheduler (which measures the interval between the instants in which rules are scheduled for execution). Inadequate choices for these two parameters may produce a system either unable to manage the load or exhibiting an inadequate response time for rules. First, we present a performance model, then we describe an adaptive algorithm based on the model that dynamically keeps the rule system near its optimal configuration. For information on obtaining reprints of this article, please send e-mail to: tkde@computer.org, and reference IEEECS Log Number 110358.
1. Sometimes in the literature detached rules are called decoupled rules; the term detached is the most common and consolidated and we use it exclusively in the paper.
Detached Rules
Detached rules have an important application whenever the reaction to triggering should perform a "global" activity, one that should not be under the responsibility of an applicative transaction but rather under the control of a generic system manager. This is the case of global integrity management across transactions, an application that is becoming increasingly important with the development of advanced transaction models [23] . Another important application of detached rules occurs in the management of temporal or external events, which are intrinsically detached from user transactions; therefore, their management requires the adoption of a separate transactional context.
Given their features, detached active rules are an important ingredient for building modern workflow management applications and systems. In this context, several users execute applicative tasks under the control of a workflow engine, which performs the functions of coordination and scheduling. In most modern workflow systems, the state of the computation is managed by database management systems. With this architecture, events are normally generated by transactions which execute applicative tasks on behalf of the users. Reactions to these events are instead normally performed under the control of the workflow engine as they respond to general management needs. The above separation of responsibilities naturally leads to the introduction of detached active rules as an implementation device for several workflow engine functions [6] , [13] , [16] .
Our interest in detached rules originated from the need to implement exception management services in a workflow management system. We modeled each exception as an active rule, whose triggering event is either a database change induced by a user transaction or is generated externally, and whose conditions and actions are executed in a detached transaction. The exception handler, called FAR (FORO Active Rule Server) [5] , is an engine which schedules and then executes detached active rules. FAR exceptions in many cases turn out to be false alarms: the condition is false and, thus, no action has to be performed. This happens because the triggering occurs at each task start, or at each database change, but then the task follows the expected semantics and no exceptional behavior needs to be processed. FAR exceptions normally do not need to be processed with strict time constraints, as they are relative to administrative processes.
In summary, our rule manager is subject to a very high number of triggerings, typically relative to the same rules (which turn out to be false alarms), and which do not need to be processed within strict deadlines. In addition, rule processing should generate little overhead on the database component because regular (task-induced) transactions must be processed online in response to user interactions. These requirements characterize most of the applications of detached active rules and motivate the policies for rule scheduling which are described in this paper.
Organization of the Paper
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines detached active rules as considered in this paper and then introduces the problem of their optimal scheduling. Section 3 describes the resulting architecture and its components. Then, Section 4 introduces the queueing network model of user transactions and detached rules and Section 5 presents the main properties of the model, illustrating the evaluation of the model performance outputs and the notions of stability. Section 6 describes our approach for choosing suitable values for the most critical design parameters: the frequency of execution of the rule manager and the number of parallel threads dedicated to the active rules. Finally, Section 7 reviews the state-of-the-art of detached active databases and compares our model to other approaches for evaluating the performance of active rule systems. Our model was implemented on a workflow management system developed at Politecnico di Milano, whose actual performances are briefly presented; they confirm the validity of the model.
DESIGN ISSUES FOR DETACHED ACTIVE RULES
A fundamental dimension in the definition of active rules for databases is the specification of the coupling modes, which define when the condition should be evaluated with respect to the occurrence of the event (event/condition coupling), and when the action should be executed with respect to the condition evaluation (condition/action coupling). Each coupling mode may typically have one of three values: immediate, deferred, and detached. For eventcondition coupling, the immediate option requires that the condition is immediately evaluated after the event triggering the rule, in the same transaction; the deferred option imposes that the condition is evaluated at the end of the transaction that produced the event, in the same transaction. Finally, the detached option requires that the condition is evaluated in a transaction distinct from the one producing the event.
Similar options are defined also for the condition-action coupling, and indeed most proposals of active rule languages, like HiPAC, Reach, and Samos, let the rule designer choose an arbitrary value for both the coupling modes, for each rule. However, the deferred or detached condition-action couplings have limited practical applicability because with these options, the condition is evaluated on a database state which is different from the one on which the action is executed, thus compromising the causal relationship between conditions and actions, which is the essence of the ECA paradigm. Thus, in our model, we define a detached active rule as one where the event-condition coupling is detached, while the condition-action coupling is immediate. The problem of optimal scheduling of detached active rules is therefore redefined more precisely as the problem of optimally scheduling the execution of both the condition and action part of a given detached rule as a single transaction, called rule transaction. In addition to detached rules, a system can support as well immediate or deferred rules, whose execution occurs in the context of the user transaction; we are not concerned with the scheduling of these rules, which is performed conventionally. The distinction between deferred and detached rules is important: in the deferred mode rule processing does not incur the cost of starting a new transaction, but rule processing has limited flexibility and its performance cannot be optimized. Rule execution adds to transaction execution, thus rising the global execution cost and the risk of errors and faults. Therefore, detached rules have greater applicability than deferred rules.
Normally, rule transactions execute under a general, system administration authority; however, each of them is an ACID [14] unit of execution. Therefore, rule transactions run in isolation from each other and from regular transactions, and can execute concurrently. The triggering of detached rules occurs (atomically) either at the time of database updates or upon commit of applicative transactions (this latter option is needed when the triggering is causally dependent on the commit of the triggering transaction, [25] ); it may also be due to time-dependent or external events. The detriggering of a given rule occurs on the (atomic) commit of the corresponding rule transaction. Therefore, at all times the set of triggered rules is welldefined, and the problem of optimal scheduling of the rules consists of deciding when the rule transactions of triggered rules should be scheduled for execution. An obvious stability requirement on any execution model is that all triggered rules be eventually scheduled.
Another design dimension is the granularity of event reaction. Each rule may react either to a single event or to multiple events, produced by different transactions. The latter set-oriented approach, called event batching, offers relevant opportunities for improving the performance of detached rules, as rules can exploit all the performance benefits deriving from a set-oriented query execution. Previous research [1] , [2] demonstrated the performance advantages offered by event batching. We have simulated the behavior of a system where detached rules are executed immediately after their triggering, without event batching, and we discovered that such a system could become overloaded or even exceed its processing capacity at some resources, yielding to instability (see Section 5.3). More in general, we consider the "immediate" execution of "detached" rules an inappropriate solution, as it would nullify the flexibility that is offered to rule scheduling due to detachment. Thus, we have assumed a model with eventbatching, in which each rule considers during its execution all the events that have occurred since the last de-triggering of the rule itself.
The role of rule management and coordination is assigned to the scheduler. This system is periodically activated and is responsible for detecting triggered rules and scheduling their execution. Rules have a statically assigned priority, and the scheduler uses this information for determining a total ordering of triggered rules; each rule is executed only once in the period, even if it is retriggered during the period.
Our goal in designing the scheduler is to make sure that, during a period, all rules are normally scheduled for execution; in this way, the system is stable. If a period terminates with some rules still not activated, these are rescheduled in the next period. As discussed above, stability requires a certain degree of parallelism in rule execution; therefore, the scheduler initiates the execution of several rules in parallel, up to a given maximum number. In this way, a given maximum number of execution threads are permanently assigned to rule transactions. As soon as one thread of execution becomes available due to the termination of a given rule transaction, the scheduler starts the execution of the next rule in priority order, and assigns the same execution thread to the corresponding rule transaction. Thus, the threads which are dedicated to rule transactions execute at their maximum capacity until the completion of all the rules.
ARCHITECTURE OF THE ACTIVE ENGINE
We assume a database management system which supports the concurrent execution of user and rule transactions. For simplicity, in the following paragraphs, we will refer to user transactions as tasks, and to rule transactions as rules. Tasks are continuously produced in the system by users; task executions on the server are atomic and must be terminated fast because they must offer a low response time. To clarify the role of each component in this architecture, we assume that the database is used by a car rental company, where a heterogeneous set of applications supports all the company tasks (e.g., booking, car return, invoice preparation, payment processing, car maintenance activities). The coordination among the different tasks is realized by a workflow management system, which uses rules to manage exceptions in the workflow. For instance, an exception occurs when a client is late when returning a car. A rule is activated when delays are notified and the rule first checks if the unavailable car was associated with bookings that the car is currently not able to serve, if this is the case, the rule starts an enquiry into the system to identify a car that can substitute the unavailable one and, then performs the substitution automatically.
Rules are triggered during task executions, each rule consists of the separate execution of a condition part and an action part, with the latter being executed only if the former is satisfied. In the rule we are considering, the condition is the query determining if it necessary to find a substitute for the damaged car. The action is a process which looks in the database for an adequate car and switches the reservations. We model this situation by separating them into rules with true condition and rules with false condition; this distinction needs to be introduced in the model of rules because we have observed experimentally that rules with true condition are only a small fraction of the total and that the performance of the two classes of rules is significantly different. The execution of rules is completely automated and takes place on the server; rules can generate alarm messages sent to users, or perform changes to a shared database.
The database consists of:
. Global Data (GD). This component represents the database storing applicative information (e.g., all the data used by the applications of the car rental company). . Event Data (ED). This component stores all the events that have been raised (e.g., all the events generated by bookings, rentals, returns, maintenance activities, etc.). . Rule Data (RD). This component stores the relationships between events and rules, together with the rule history information required for rule scheduling (e.g., that the rule we are considering has to monitor insertions into a table which describes accidents occurred to cars). In our model, we decided to separate global data from rule and event data because normally they are subject to separate administration authorities and, therefore, we allocate GD and ED+RD on distinct disks (possibly representing two collections of homogeneous devices).
While the scheduling of tasks takes place continuously and has a negligible associated workload, the scheduling of rules occurs periodically. Thus, the workload of the system can be seen as produced by the following four classes of processes:
. Task: represents the load generated by one task. . S (Scheduler): represents the load generated by one execution of the rule scheduler. . RF (Rule with False condition): represents the load generated by one rule when the condition is false. . RT (Rule with True condition): represents the load generated by one rule when the condition is true and, therefore, the action of the rule is executed. The access patterns of processes to data are as follows:
. Tasks and RTs access global data (GD) and may produce event data (ED). . RFs access global data (GD) but do not access event data (ED), as their action is not executed and, therefore, they do not produce events. . The Scheduler only accesses ED and RD data for determining the triggered rules and ordering them according to their priority.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION MODEL
In this section, we describe a queueing network model derived from the architecture of Section 3, designed to evaluate the impact of several exception scheduling strategies on the performance of the system. The detached rule engine is multiprogrammed and is composed of one CPU and several homogeneous disks, which are allocated to host GD and ED+RD data, respectively. Fig. 1 shows the queueing network model used throughout the paper. It consists of five service centers representing the CPU, the disks, and the dispatcher of the rules. The numbers on the arcs represent the number of links with the same path, i.e., the number of client classes that flow on the link.
The load of the system consists of four client classes, each class has its own workload intensity and service demands at each resource. Within a class, the clients are indistinguishable, i.e., are considered statistically equal. Two external sources generate the clients Task and scheduler (S) with rates ! T ask and ! S . Since the number of clients of these two classes that may be in execution at any time is unbounded, the correspondent queueing network has been assumed of open type (i.e., instances are not a fixed number always present in the system like in closed models, but are continuously generated). The distribution of interarrival times of Task clients is considered exponential, assuming the random arrival of tasks. The interarrival times for the S clients are assumed constant.
Clients of classes RF and RT are generated internally to the system. When an S client terminates its visits to the CPU and disk, it reaches the component Split, whose function is to fork one S client into n r clients of classes RF and RT, n r being the number of exceptions to be considered by the next run of the scheduler. We assume that S terminates its job when all the n r rules have ended their execution. Denoting with P RT the probability for a rule condition to be true, Split will generate P RT Á n r clients of class RT, and ð1 À P RT Þ Á n r clients of class RF.
Clients generated by Split join the queue of the service center Dispatcher, which models the dispatching algorithm of the rules through the parameter C, representing the number of rules that can be concurrently executed. When C ¼ 1, the Dispatcher starts the execution of rules sequentially (only one rule is active at a time). When C ¼ n r , the Dispatcher starts the parallel execution of n r rules concurrently.
Between two consecutive executions of the scheduler, in a period of length T S ¼ 1=! S , several events may occur; these events will trigger rules to be scheduled in the next run. The number of accumulated events grows with the ratio ! T ask =! S : the higher this ratio, the greater the number of tasks that are executed between two S runs and, thus, the greater the number of potential events. An event may trigger many rules and conversely a rule can be triggered by many events. We model the number n r of rules that are triggered during a period T S (see Fig. 2 ) with the function: 
where is an experimentally derived coefficient and N r is the total number of rules in the system. Intuitively, when the events in T S are few, n r grows linearly with the number of events because each event is likely to correspond to new triggered rules. When the number of events in a T S is large, n r tends to saturate due to the high number of events triggering the same rule, and approaches asymptotically the total number of rules N r .
The parameterization of the model is completed with the service demands of the clients to the service centers. In Fig. 3 , we show the choices that have been made for the parameters of the model. The table in Fig. 3 shows the average number of visits V i;j that a client of class j makes to resource i, and the average service times S i of resource i. The number of visits of a client S to the ED+RD disk depends on the number of events occurred since the last S execution, and so depends on the relative values of Tasks and S arrival rates.
The output obtained by evaluating the queueing network model consists of the performance indexes describing the efficiency of the system. For our analysis, the most important ones are the response time of the task R T ask (the average time required to terminate the execution of a task) and the response time of the scheduler R S (the average time required to execute all the triggered rules). In the next section, we will investigate the dependence of R T ask and R S on C, the number of rules that can be concurrently executed.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The diagram in Fig. 4 shows the scheduling process of tasks and scheduler executions. The scheduler is executed periodically (with rate ! S ¼ 1=T S ) on the rules raised during the previous scheduling interval. Tasks (represented by black arrows in Fig. 4 ) arrive with rate ! T ask and their execution starts immediately. Rules execute under the supervision of the scheduler, which is periodically activated; dark gray shapes represent the execution of rules with false condition (typically associated with a shorter, albeit variable, execution time), whereas light gray shapes represent the execution of rules with true condition. In the example in Fig. 4 , two threads of rules run in parallel.
The model of the detached active rule engine considered in this paper contains several hypotheses (e.g., the batching and the synchronous start of the rule executions) that make the corresponding multiclass queueing network model described in Section 4 no longer solvable with the usual analytical techniques. This aspect would force us to use simulations. To overcome this situation, we adopted a few simplifying assumptions and followed the hierarchical modelling approach [22] , partitioning the global model into two smaller submodels. Each of these low-level submodels is then evaluated, and the aggregated model is solved combining the solutions of the separate models. From Fig. 4 , it is possible to identify two distinct phases in the operation of the system, each characterized by a particular system load: in the first phase, the system executes both tasks and rules; in the second, only tasks are running.
The system load during the first phase consists of the tasks arriving with frequency ! T ask and the n r exceptions executed with concurrency level C. The corresponding submodel M A is a mixed queueing network model having the structure shown in Fig. 1 and a load consisting of two classes of requests: one open class, representing the tasks, Fig. 2 . Relationship between the ratio ! T ask =! S and the number n r of triggered rules. The first simplification introduced regards the modelling of the first step of the scheduler, when S accesses ED and RD to identify the rules that must be processed. Our model does not consider this step. Actually, we have built a different decomposition, with three submodels, where the third submodel was explicitly dedicated to the representation of this phase. However, in all the analyzed configurations this submodel had a negligible impact on the results of the aggregate model, while it increased significantly the complexity. This descends from the fact that rule scheduling time is negligible with regard to rule execution time. Therefore, in the remainder of the paper we will no longer consider it. We made another simplifying assumption: The transition between M A and M B is immediate. In fact, when the scheduler is terminating the rule execution, there is a transient period where only part of the channels are dedicated to rule execution (see Fig. 4 ). The analysis of these transients and simulation results demonstrate the limited impact they have on the behavior of the system. This transient period is significant only when few rules execute per period. Overall, the results of the analytical aggregate model are within confidence intervals of the simulations of the global model. Consequently, in the remainder of the paper we use the aggregate analytical model.
Evaluation of Model Response Times
In this section, we show how the aggregate model can be used to evaluate the scheduler and the tasks average response time.
Using the submodel M A we can evaluate R A T ask , i.e., the response time of the tasks when the scheduler is active, and R r , i.e., the response time of the rules executed during the scheduling period. R r is determined by evaluating the response time of the closed class RFRT by applying the standard solution technique of separable mixed queueing network models to the submodel M A (see e.g., [22] ). Then, the response time of the scheduler can be obtained by:
This is because the average number of rules executed for each scheduler activation is n r (given by (2)). Moreover, since the n r rules are executed in parallel, we must divide the total time n r Á R r by the scheduler parallelism degree C.
In the submodel M B , there are only tasks arriving with rate ! T ask . This model is an open single class queueing network where the task response time R B T ask can be easily obtained by applying the following closed formula:
The average task response time R T ask for the global model is equal to the sum of the two components R A T ask and R B T ask , weighted by the relative throughputs:
where N A and N B are the average number of tasks executed concurrently with the scheduler and separately, respectively. Applying Little's law 2 [21] to the two submodels we have:
Then, substituting the expressions of N A and N B into (4) we obtain: 2. Little's law expresses the relationship between the response time, the arrival frequency, and the number of customers in the model:
System Stability Regions
When the average scheduler execution time R S is greater than its activation period T S (see Fig. 4 ), the system exhibits an indefinitely growing backlog of rules waiting for the execution. In this case, the system is said to be unstable or saturated. For a given C, the stability region À C is defined as the set of points in the plane h! T ask ; ! S i that satisfy the condition R S < T S :
Fig . 6 represents the stability regions of the system. For each value of C, the upper bound of the corresponding region is shown. When the load generated by the tasks increases, i.e., ! T ask increases, the resource capacity available for the execution of the rules decreases and, thus, ! S should decrease to keep the system stable.
It is possible to observe that the variation of C has a great impact on the extension of the stability region. The stability region becomes wider as C increases because a greater number of rules become ready to exploit the available resources, improving the system throughput. These graphs clearly support the use of a multithreaded exception handler.
Effect of Event Batching
An important assumption in the system engineering is the introduction of batching events (rules consider several events at each execution). We can evaluate the effectiveness of this assumption by using the proposed model to study the performance of an alternative system in which rules are immediately scheduled after the raising of their triggering events. It is possible to observe that in case c) task response time grows much faster than in other cases and the system saturates for smaller values of ! T ask , demonstrating the advantages of a batch execution of rules.
Worst-Case Analysis
In the previous sections, we have considered the average execution time of the scheduler, R S . Clearly, the execution time of an instance of S has some variability. In this section, we analyze the behavior of the system with respect to the number of times in which S is not able to terminate the execution of all the rules before the end of its activation. In this case, the rules of the previous period will add to the newly arrived rules and the queue will be ordered according to some predefined priorities. We will concentrate on the performance of the rule with lowest priority, referred to as worst-case analysis. To evaluate the response time of this rule, referred to as worst-case S response time, we assume that when an instance S 1 of scheduler does not terminate before the invocation of the next instance S 2 , the termination of S 1 and S 2 will occur contemporaneously after all the rules associated with both the instances have been executed.
To approach the problem, we consider an aggregate single server model of type D/M/1, 3 where the customers are the scheduler runs. The scheduler is executed with fixed frequency (constant interarrival time) and the service times are assumed exponentially distributed with mean R S . These assumptions allow us to approximate the problem with a simple model providing conservative results. Indeed, the actual variance of the execution times of the scheduler is lower than the variance of the exponentially distributed values considered in the aggregate model.
For this type of queue, p k , representing the probability that k customers are in the service center either queued or being serviced, has a modified geometric distribution with parameter 1 À ' (see, e.g., [18] ):
where ' is given by:
R S ! S :
In our model, p k is the probability that an arriving instance of S will find in the service center k scheduler instances not completely executed. The probability to find the service center idle is p 0 ¼ 1 À ', and ' is the probability to find at least one instance of S in execution. 3. D/M/1 identifies a system with a deterministic arrival process of requests, service times distributed exponentially, and a single service center.
The worst-case response time R Ã S has two components: the first is the average time required for the processing of S without contentions (R S ); the second represents the delay introduced on the execution of S due to the presence, with probability ', of another instance of S (the new instance will cause a delay equal on average to the worst-case response time R Ã S that we want to compute). Thus, we have:
from which we obtain:
The average time R elaps elapsed between the raising of the exception event and the end of the execution of the corresponding rule with the lowest priority is constituted by two terms: the first is the average time spent waiting for the start of the next instance of the exception handler (half of the period T S ) and the second represents the worst-case response time of the scheduler R Ã S :
Fig . 8 shows the relationship between R elaps and T S , for given values of ! T ask and C. In Fig. 8 , two asymptotes are evident. One asymptote is the straight line of equation:
representing the lower bound of R elaps for T S ! 1; R Nr S is the average time required by the scheduler for the execution of all the N r rules (in the aggregate model this is constant). The vertical asymptote is due to the saturation of the system when T S ¼ R S .
This parameter is one of the most important in the identification of the optimal system configuration. In fact, even if in the system a certain interval may elapse between rule triggering and its execution (rules are considered in a separate transaction and we illustrated in Section 5.3 the advantages of detached execution), nonetheless it is unacceptable to have low priority rules waiting indefinitely to be executed. The model shows that there is a value of ! S that minimizes the response time of the lowest priority rule.
Another representation of R elaps is shown in Fig. 9 , where the horizontal axis describes the normalized value R S =T S . An interesting result is that in this way we observe a clear indication of the tradeoff occurring in the choice of a value for ! S . Very low and very high values of the ratio R S =T S are characterized by high values of R elaps . Motivations for this behavior are:
. When R S =T S is low, the system spends most of the time executing tasks (the phase described by model M B ), and the management of rules occurs in a little interval after the start of each run of the scheduler. Thus, the load generated by rules is unevenly distributed, and triggered rules have to wait for their execution while the system is running only tasks. . When R S =T S is high, the system spends most of the time executing tasks and rules concurrently (the phase described by model M A ), and there is the risk that the execution of the rules of a scheduling period overflows into the next. When this occurs, low priority rules may have to wait for rules triggered in following period, damaging the system responsiveness. By looking at the graph of Fig. 9 , the range of R S =T S values that minimize R elaps can be identified.
IDENTIFICATION OF ! S AND C
In this section, we identify ranges of values for C and ! S that, for a given ! T ask , guarantee an acceptable performance.
Let ÁR T ask be the relative increment of the task response time when the scheduler is executed concurrently with the tasks respect to the task response time when the tasks are executed alone, that is:
We must guarantee that ÁR T ask remains below a given threshold, representing the maximum acceptable overhead for tasks while the scheduler is active. In addition, we require that the ratio R S =T S should be inside predefined bounds, for the reasons described in the previous section. Therefore, acceptable values of C and T S should satisfy the following constraints:
. ÁR T ask is less than a given constant and . the scheduler response time satisfies the inequality: R S =T S . To determine a point in the region of feasible values, we fix a value of ! S then we determine if there exists a value of C corresponding to which the constraints are satisfied. Based on the experiments performed, we found that convenient values for the parameters , , and are 1.25, 0.5, and 0.75, respectively. Three scenarios are possible, which are described by Figs. 10, 11, and 12, respectively. On these graphs, the horizontal axis represents the ratio R S =T S , while the vertical axis represents ÁR T ask . The points in the graph represent a solution of the model with the given values of ! T ask , ! S , and with C channels.
The constraints on R S =T S are represented by the two vertical dotted lines at the center of the graph, while the constraint on ÁR T ask is represented by the horizontal dotted line. The area limited by these three lines and by the horizontal axis is the feasible region. Only the points of this region correspond to correct parameter configurations and are called feasible solutions. Three system operating conditions are identified.
. Underloaded system (Fig. 10) . In this case, for all C it is R S =T S . In an underloaded system, all the points lie outside on the left of the feasible region. It is convenient to increase the frequency of the scheduler, since the system has available resources and the time between rule triggering and execution can be reduced. . Overloaded system (Fig. 11) . In this case, for all C, there are no points such that
The system is close to saturate. All the points lie on the right and on the top outside the feasible region. It is convenient to reduce the frequency of the scheduler, exploiting more the effect of batching rules and reducing the load on the system. . Balanced system (Fig. 12) . This situation occurs when one or more feasible solutions exist. When several points lie into the feasible region, it is necessary to choose one of the corresponding solutions. High values of C h advantage rule execution, whereas low values advantage task execution. We observe that the increase (or decrease) of the value of ! S forces a horizontal translation to the right (or to the left) of the points corresponding to the solutions in Figs. 10, 11 , and 12. The amount of the translation is not the same for all the points; however ,no vertical movement is produced. This is due to the fact that ÁR T ask depends only on ! T ask and C. From this observation, we derive the following necessary condition for the existence of a feasible solution: for C ¼ 1 the value of ÁR T ask observed for a generic value of ! S must be less than . If this condition is satisfied, it is possible to identify a value of ! S such that a point is moved into the feasible region; otherwise, the system is saturated by the tasks.
A Simple Adaptive Algorithm
Based on the results of the previous sections, a simple adaptive algorithm that identifies the feasible solutions has been devised. The parameter a is a real number 0 < a < 1 that represents the algorithm sensitivity with respect to the task load variations. When a ! 1 the algorithm quickly adapts to a sudden ! T ask variation, but T S can suffer from strong fluctuations. On the contrary, when a ! 0 the system sensitivity with respect to the task load variations is minimized. The algorithm evaluates ÁR T ask in a similar way. R S is used to determine the new time T S dividing it by the parameter b (0:5 < b < 0:75). The choice of C is performed analyzing the value ÁR T ask : If ÁR T ask > ÁR MAX T ask , the algorithm decrements the values of C, if ÁR T ask < ÁR MAX T ask , the algorithm increments the value of C (until C MAX ). Following this strategy, the algorithm does not penalize the tasks, keeping at the same time a good concurrency level for the execution of the rules. The input parameters of the algorithm should be chosen carefully in order to avoid instabilities of T S and C. The value of the other parameters shown in the algorithm above described have been used with good results in a real system.
Analysis of Feasible Solutions
A more detailed approach analyzes how the set of feasible solutions depends on the frequency ! S . The results of this study are shown in Fig. 13 .
The diagram illustrates that there exists a wide range of ! S values (0:23 Ä 0:82 req/min in the considered system configuration) associated with feasible solutions. Each point of the segments represents a configuration that satisfies the constraints represented by the parameters , , and . The configuration can be selected according to several criteria: giving privileges to the tasks (selecting the point on the left extreme of the segment), giving privileges to the rules (selecting the point on the right extreme of the segment), or balancing the privileges (selecting a point in the middle of the segment), which has the benefit of offering a "stable" solution, far from the boundaries of the feasible region.
RELATED WORK
The detached execution mode of triggers has been the subject of several projects and implementations. HiPAC [8] , the forerunner of these projects, is an active object-oriented database systems that extends traditional object-oriented systems with ECA rules. In HiPAC, ECA rules may be triggered by data, temporal, and external events. HiPAC supports several coupling modes: immediate, deferred, decoupled, and causally-dependent decoupled. The causally-dependent decoupled mode can be defined only for the condition/action coupling and further constrains the separate transaction to be serialized after the one evaluating the condition. ODE [12] , TriGS [17] , Reach [26] , SAMOS [11] , and Sentinel [7] have similar characteristics and objectives, in that they allow the definition of ECA rules triggered by object manipulation, temporal, and external events, and aim at providing detached rule execution. A comparative description of their features can be found in [23] , [25] .
The FAR active rule system [5] , developed in the context of a workflow management architecture [15] , manages detached active rules and has adopted the scheduling policies discussed in this paper. In particular, FAR dedicates to detached rules a fixed number of execution threads, and derives the "optimal" value of ! S by means of an adaptive algorithm which aims at keeping the system in the "balanced region" (see Fig. 12 ) by dynamically adapting the scheduling period. This is a simplification of the Several papers have analyzed the performance of active rule systems [1] , [3] , [4] , [24] . All these papers focused on different performance aspects from the ones described in this paper and none considered the specific issue of deciding a scheduling policy for detached rules.
In [4] , different execution models for active rules are analyzed, and the focus is in comparing the optimal location of transaction boundaries. The paper builds a sophisticated performance model and uses simulations to compare several alternatives in the execution mode of rules (Strict coupling, EC-Coupling, CA-coupling, and No Coupling). In our work, the transaction boundary is fixed, and tasks and rules run in separate transactions.
The work in [3] can be considered an extension of [4] : the model is similar, but the paper is focused on the comparison of immediate versus deferred and instance-oriented versus set-oriented execution models (they actually compare only three of the four possible models because the deferred-instance-oriented combination is not used by active database systems). Their experiments demonstrate the advantages that derive from set-oriented processing of rules when it is possible to combine in a single processing step data originating from separate tasks; this is similar to the result obtained in Section 5.3.
The work in [24] studies the performances of active rules in the context of a real-time system. The focus is the identification of policies for the assignment of priorities to tasks and rules in order to satisfy real-time requirements. The policies are verified with simulations on a performance model. There is a relationship with the content of Section 5.4, because in both cases there is an interest in evaluating the frequency of anomalies, but the assumptions on the execution model are different and similarities are limited.
In [1] , [2] , a performance analysis of the Strips system compares set-oriented and batch execution of rules in a financial system, and the parameter to configure is the time to wait before executing a rule (if a little waiting is introduced before rule execution, events can be batched and the performance advantages can be significant). The major relationship with our work is given by the identification of a tradeoff between a timely response and the performance advantages of a batch execution. In [1] , experiments with a prototype are used to evaluate the performance of alternative solutions, while [2] uses simulations on a performance model.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a performance model for detached rule execution in an active database system. We used the model to identify bottlenecks and critical resources. In particular, our study of the optimality of parallelism, of the stability regions, and the worst-case analysis of rule behavior have motivated the development of an approach to system configuration focusing on the degree of parallelism and scheduling period of the scheduler. With such a technique, we avoid both the underloading and overloading of the system, and guarantee a balanced solution. The study reported in this paper was essential for tuning the FAR (Foro Active Rule) Server, which was implemented in the context of the WIDE Esprit Project [15] ; all aspects of FAR (including the language design, examples of rules, and a description of the system architecture) are reported in [5] . In particular, the notion of "balanced system" was inspired by pragmatic considerations on the optimal performance of the WIDE system under a variety of load conditions; the adaptive algorithm reported in this paper was used in several workflow applications. Claudio Gennaro received the Laurea degree in electronic engineering from University of Pisa, Italy, in 1994, and the PhD degree in computer and automation engineering from Politecnico di Milano, Italy, in 1999. He is now a researcher at IEI, an institute of the National Research Council (CNR) located in Pisa. His PhD studies were in the field of performance evaluation of computer systems and parallel applications. His current main research interests are similarity retrieval, storage structures for multimedia information retrieval, and multimedia document modelling.
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